RUGGED COTS-BASED DEVICES
BUILT TO HANDLE ANY MISSION

Call us on +44 (0)2920 542 339
Panasonic-defence.com

Information and Communication Technology now
more than ever is vital for successful operations
and achieving the desired positive outcomes.
I believe that ICT is an enabler for modern militaries
to fully embrace the operational advantages and
efficiencies offered by the digital age.
As a leader in our sector, we deliver rugged,
reliable and fit for purpose COTS-based mobile
computing that is built in Japan, configured in the
UK and ready to be deployed.
Kevin Jones, Managing Director
Mobile Solutions Business Division – Europe
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The rugged original, the market leader*
Panasonic TOUGHBOOK has never been just another player
in the rugged computing market. It has defined the market.
For over 20 years, TOUGHBOOK has been redefining the
possibilities of access to data and applications in the most
challenging of environments, including (but not limited to)
military training and operations.
We believe in being different. Different from other mobile
technology manufacturers. More in tune with what users
need, across all sectors. And more specialised in matching
their requirements to our technology.
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BY SPECIALISTS. FOR SPECIALISTS.
Our expert engineers design and build every part of a TOUGHBOOK.
This means each form, feature and function is created specifically for purpose.
Since our earliest days, we’ve embodied an ethos of ‘voice of the customer’,
listening to what users across sectors want, then delivering truly
breakthrough technology.
We’ve applied that ethos to developing rugged COTS-based devices for
the defence sector that are built to handle any mission.
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* Rugged Notebook and Tablet according to VDC market research 2019

Purpose-built to handle any mission
During military training and operations, having technology
you can count on isn’t just important – it’s critical.
Panasonic TOUGHBOOK are the industry leaders in rugged
mobile computing. We’re trusted by our international
defence partners to develop mission-ready mobile devices
that will support soldiers through any environment.
Part of the team
Panasonic TOUGHBOOK PCs are the
ideal companion for your forces. Our
tailor-made accessories and services
enable devices to be configured for
specific military applications.
Have requirements that aren’t being
met by your existing technology?
Our in-house product team will
work with you to configure a device
that meets your exact needs.
We’re dedicated to making every
TOUGHBOOK device the best
possible fit for your team.

Areas of application:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile devices for
dismounted troops
Command & control
In vehicle
Navigation & communication
Logistics
In-line maintenance
(vehicle and infrastructure)
Training

TCO: Lowering costs by
raising standards
Just a 1% increase in device
failure rates equals a 5%
increase in TCO (Total Cost
of Ownership)†.
With defence users frequently
mobile and working in
extreme conditions, their
devices are at a much
greater risk of failure or
damage – which can have a
significant impact on cost.
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However, defence organisations
can be assured that TOUGHBOOK
has the lowest failure rates in the
rugged computing industry‡.
Designed to operate through
even the most challenging
scenarios, TOUGHBOOK stays
working for longer, driving
down the need for (and costs
of) constant, large-scale unit
repair or replacement.

TOUGHBOOK: The truly rugged option
What is rugged computing? – TOUGHBOOK Rugged PCs are
notebooks, tablets and handheld devices built to comply with the
military standard MIL-STD-810G (soon to be MIL-STD-810H),
which incorporates specific testing parameters for durability,
strength, and endurance.
These specifications are a useful
benchmark for determining toughness.
But they only tell part of the story.
Truly rugged devices must also be
highly functional under the conditions
in which they will be used. For
defence, this means some of the most
challenging conditions imaginable.
TOUGHBOOK PCs for defence come
equipped with features that take
ruggedness and reliability to new
levels. This includes displays that are
highly viewable in bright sunlight,
swappable batteries to ensure devices
work as hard as your soldiers, and
rugged ports and connectors that don’t
wear out or let you down in the field.

What makes TOUGHBOOK tough?
•
•

•
•
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Magnesium alloy chassis that are
20 times stronger than ABS plastic
TOUGHBOOK chassis design: an
engineered solution that is lightweight
yet rugged. Strategically positioned
holes lighten the device without
compromising strength or durability
MIL-STD 801G certification to ensure
that, whatever the environment,
TOUGHBOOK is up to the challenge
IP rated to guarantee protection
against varying degrees of dust and
water ingress

† VDC Research, 2016		

‡ IDC Research 2016 – Pay Now, Save Later

This ruggedisation is incorporated into
lightweight designs that are an ideal
fit for highly mobile military users.
Based on direct industry feedback,
we’ve developed our rugged devices
to be as accessible as the commercial
systems soldiers use in civilian life,
so they get to grips with TOUGHBOOK
fast on the field.
Each device’s unique features are
paired with the superior strength and
durability you can expect from any
TOUGHBOOK. And with our extensive
range of customisation options,
TOUGHBOOK makes it possible for
defence users to prepare themselves
for any mission.

This added toughness reduces failure
rates in the field. TOUGHBOOK devices
withstand all of the conditions your
mobile forces do. This means you
can give soldiers technology they
can rely on during training and
operations and lower the total cost
of ownership at the same time.
With damage reduced, uptime
maximised, and the time and money
spent on repair and replacements
saved, defence organisations can
divert their energies into more critical
matters, on and off the field.

Customisation:
Get the best fit for the field
TOUGHBOOK devices can be customised to an unprecedented
degree for additional security, stability, strength or stealth –
whatever your teams will need when the going gets tough.
Here are some of the ways you could tailor TOUGHBOOK for
your mission:
Military Connectors
Get the most secure connections
possible, featuring leads that
can’t come loose or fall out
during operations.

G1 Tank Dock
Increase mounted vehicle device
safety with the addition of an
IED-proof dock and casing for the
TOUGHBOOK G1.

MIL-STD-461G
Deploy a device that measures
electro-magnetic interference,
verifying that equipment will
operate as required in the intended
environment and won’t interfere
electromagnetically with nearby
systems.

Agile Soldier
Achieve highly mobile use safely
with a range of carrying solutions,
including custom arm mounts for
handheld devices.

Concealed Mode
Immediately dim all radio,
LCD back-lights and LED indicators
to avoid detection when required.

Drone Controller
Control an UAV (Unmanned Aircraft
Vehicle) from the ground with a
custom-made drone controller.

We can also develop custom docking solutions that seamlessly
and securely integrate TOUGHBOOK devices with your existing
military vehicles.
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Custom Docking
Solutions and Military
Vehicle Integration
Turn your TOUGHBOOK into a
navigation system and complete
mobile control station. It’s possible
– with our wide portfolio of fully
ruggedised and crash-tested
vehicle dock offerings.
Part of the reason we’re trusted by defence
is because we go the extra mile for military
users. Using our advanced design and
engineering capabilities, TOUGHBOOK
can design, develop and build custom
docking solutions and integrate any military
connectors, including MIL-DTL-38999
connectors, to suit any military vehicle.
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•

Integrate your devices into any vehicle
with tailored vehicle mounting

•

Create a mobile command & control
centre for efficiency in the field

•

Let TOUGHBOOK design and develop
your solution concepts with our 3D
CAD capability

•

Realise solution concepts rapidly with
in-house TOUGHBOOK prototype design

•

Benefit from precision manufacturing
with metal or injection moulded plastic

•

Have complete confidence with
comprehensive stress testing and
Panasonic certification

•

Get end-to-end project management:
from solution analysis, to proto-typing
and production, through to installation
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Products
Meet your newest
assets. Our full range
of reliable, rugged
and secure devices to
support defence users:

G1

20
33

N1

M1

Handheld
TOUGHBOOK N1 Flat – Fully Rugged
Lightweight yet powerful. A synthesis of rugged
computer and rugged smartphone, the 4.7” N1 is
perfect as an arm-mounted controller for backpack
radios, or as a small pocketable personal device.
Ideal for: U
 ltra-mobile infantry

•
•
•
•
•
•

4.7” Handheld
Android OS
MIL-STD 810G certified
IP68 rated
Optional 4G Voice and Data
Arm mount available on a
project basis

•
•
•
•
•
•

14” screen
Windows OS
MIL-STD 810H certified
IP53 rated
Removable SSD
Concealed mode

Notebook
TOUGHBOOK 55 – Semi-Rugged
Verified to the very latest MIL-STD-810H
requirements, the semi-rugged 14” TOUGHBOOK
55 is an ultra-reliable option for command and
control. Its Galileo satellite navigation system and
unparalleled display brightness offer users pinpoint
positioning accuracy and screen viewability.
Ideal for: Command and control, Navigation
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Tablet
TOUGHBOOK M1 – Fully Rugged
Compact, lightweight and fully rugged, the 7”
TOUGHBOOK M1 offers the perfect combination of
mobility and reliability. The option of a fully black
cabinet allows users to keep operations covert.
Ideal for: Ultra-mobile infantry, Non-pressurised
aircraft use, Control of other military hardware
TOUGHBOOK G1 – Fully Rugged
The 10.1” TOUGHBOOK G1 tablet combines ruggedness
and reliability. View high-def maps and images in the
field, maintain connectivity during operations, and
ensure data stays secure with removable solid-state
drives (SSD). An optional bombproof enclosure is
available for when it’s critical you stay in control.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7” screen
Windows 10 Pro OS
MIL-STD 810G certified
MIL-STD 461G (on request)
IP65 rated
Black model available
Optional Fischer® ports

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10.1” screen
Windows OS
MIL-STD 810G certified
MIL-STD 461G (on request)
IP65 rated
Optional Fischer® ports
G1 Spartan vehicle
dock available

•
•
•
•
•
•

10.1” screen
Windows OS
MIL-STD 810G certified
MIL-STD 461G (on request)
IP65 rated
Concealed mode

•
•
•
•
•
•

12” screen
Windows OS
MIL-STD 810G certified
MIL-STD 461G (on request)
IP65 rated
Concealed mode

Ideal for: Command and control, Drone control,
In-vehicle use (mounting options available)

2-in-1
TOUGHBOOK 20 – Fully Rugged
One device. Six user modes. The 10.1” TOUGHBOOK 20
strikes the perfect balance of ruggedness, reliability and
flexibility to support any defence user.
Ideal for: Command and control, In-vehicle use
(mounting options available)
TOUGHBOOK 33 – Fully Rugged
The 12” TOUGHBOOK 33 offers the same balance of
ruggedness, reliability and flexibility as the 20, but with
longer battery life and a larger screen size.
Ideal for: Command and control
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ProServices:
Maximising the strength of TOUGHBOOK
Our ProServices combine the proven durability of TOUGHBOOK
with our world-class customisation, engineering and after-sales
support to create the ultimate tool for your organisation.
Engineer

Support

•
•
•

•
•

•

Solution consultancy
Bespoke engineering and design
Third party product testing
and certification
Vehicle integration services

Customise
•
•
•
•

On-device branding and
custom casing§
BIOS and image creation and
deployment
Device information management
and asset tagging
Managed deployment

•
•

ProTect
•
•
•

TOUGHBOOK-as-a-service
•
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A unique, interest-free,
tailored subscription model for
TOUGHBOOK means you can now
access the latest rugged tech,
services and software, without
the large upfront costs

§ Available on certain devices and on a project basis		

Unmatched global service
End-to-end deployment,
tailored to your organisation
Multilingual helpdesk
Training on products and
solutions from experts

•

Hour turnaround for in-warranty
repairs as standard§
Optional 24-hour rapid
replacement service◊
Many warranty options available
including Extended Standard
Warranty and Accidental Damage
Warranty on devices and docks,
and a special Smart Battery
Warranty
TOUGHBOOK Smart Service
real-time device performance
and utilisation monitoring
software

◊ Best-effort endeavour with 96% success

Have specific requirements for defence
usage? Contact us today to discuss:
Call us on +44 (0)2920 542 339 or visit Panasonic-defence.com

Panasonic, TOUGHBOOK are brand names and registered trademarks of Panasonic Corporation. Intel, the Intel
logo, Intel Core, Intel vPro, Core Inside and vPro Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other
countries. Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of Microsoft® Corporation of the United States
and/or other countries. All other brand names shown are the registered trademarks of the relevant companies.
Android is a trademark of Google LLC. All rights reserved.
Computer Product Solutions (CPS) BU, Panasonic System Communications Company Europe (PSCEU),
Panasonic Marketing Europe GmbH, Hagenauer Straße 43, D-65203 Wiesbaden (Germany).

